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1 Version  

1.1 V 04.05 (SP1) (QF1) 
News 

 Reciprocal tree marking was deactivated by default. This function is only recommended for 

small amounts of data and can be activated in the personal settings  

 Extended search functions "Selection list" are deactivated by default. This function is only 

recommended for small amounts of data and can be activated in the personal settings 

o This limits the filters that are active by default 

 Communication with PROFTEST improved. 

 Communication with SECUTEST improved. 

Improvements 

 Further selection options integrated in the new filters 

 When creating new objects, the ID can be used as a description. 

Bug Fixes 

 Improved role and rights management in IZYTRONIQ 

 A progress bar is displayed when creating multiple logs 

 Filtering of the date range during log creation has been improved 

 Timouts during communication with the SECUTEST fixed 

 Dialog "New element" adapted to the new functions 

 Incorrect multiple location assignment has been removed 

 Measured value table in Push-Print mode has been revised 

 Updating the table after location allocation has been revised 

 No empty database is played into the SECUTEST 

1.2 Version V 04.05 (SP1) (QF2) 
Bug fixes 

 Red marked ID and name and error message "Object reference was not created on object 

instance" fixed 

 Collective report generation for stationary objects possible again 

 Object with same key has already been added has been solved 

 Selection in recycle bin marked wrong record fixed 

 Fixed deadlock when loading the tree 

 Crash when opening the recycle bin when user no longer exists solved [Cloud] 

Activities 

 An update of the client installation and the server installation must be performed 
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